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About Yago
YAGO is a knowledge base, i.e., a database with knowledge about the real world. YAGO contains both entities (such as
movies, people, cities, countries, etc.) and relations between these entities (who played in which movie, which city is located
in which country, etc.). All in all, YAGO contains more than 50 million entities and 2 billion facts. YAGO arranges its
entities into classes: Elvis Presley belongs to the class of people, Paris belongs to the class of cities, and so on. These classes
are arranged in a taxonomy: The class of cities is a subclass of the class of populated places, this class is a subclass of
geographical locations, etc. YAGO also defines which relations can hold between which entities: birthPlace, e.g., is a
relation that can hold between a person and a place. The definition of these relations, together with the taxonomy is called the
ontology.

What is the data model of YAGO? YAGO is stored in the standard Resource Description Framework “RDF”. This means
that YAGO is a set of facts, each of which consists of a subject, a predicate (also called “relation” or “property”) and an
object — as in <Elvis> <birthPlace> <Tupelo>. We use different vocabularies for the components of such a fact. For
example, for the predicates, we use the relations that are defined by schema.org. Therefore, RDF requires that we prefix the
predicates with schema:. This method allows us to refer to standard vocabulary without re-inventing the wheel. For “facts
about facts” (such as time stamps for facts or other types of annotations), we use the RDF* format.
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Yago (YG)

Description:
YAGO is a large knowledge base with general knowledge about people, cities, countries, movies, and organizations.

Stakeholder(s):
Yago Contributors

Fabian Suchanek :
Télécom Paris

Gerhard Weikum :
Max Planck Institute for Informatics

Thomas Pellissier Tanon :
Télécom Paris

Thomas Rebele :
Télécom Paris, now Orchestra Networks

Johannes Hoffart :
Max Planck Institute for Informatics, now Goldman Sachs

Joanna “Asia” Biega :
Max Planck Institute for Informatics, now Microsoft Research
Montreal

Erdal Kuzey :
Max Planck Institute for Informatics

Farzaneh Mahdisoltani :
Max Planck Institute for Informatics, now Toronto University

Gjergji Kasneci :
Max Planck Institute for Informatics, now Schufa

YAGO Resources :
YAGO combines two great resources:

Wikidata :
Wikidata is the largest general-purpose knowledge base on the
Semantic Web. It is a great repository of entities, but it has a
difficult taxonomy and no human-readable entity identifiers.

schema.org :
schema.org (and its cousin BioSchemas) is a standard ontology
of classes and relations, which is maintained by Google and
others — but it does not have any entities.

_50bd9244-0f91-11ec-a406-178c0283ea00
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Vision
A simplified, cleaned, and “reasonable” version of Wikidata

Mission
Provide a database with knowledge about the real world

Values
Knowledge

Relations

Simplicity

Reason
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Knowledge Database
Get the best from both Wikidata and schema.org
Stakeholder(s)
schema.org :
What are the relations in YAGO? The relations in YAGO
come from schema.org. We have mapped the original re-
lations of Wikidata manually to these relations.

Wikidata :
We discard all Wikidata relations that do not have a schema.
org-equivalent. This cuts away a large number of predicates
that had very few facts. | What is the taxonomy of YAGO?
The top-level taxonomy of YAGO is taken from schema.org.

In this way, we have a simple hierarchy of classes that has
proven to work well in practice. However, these classes are
not fine-grained enough. For example, they do not know
“electric cars”. Therefore, we use the lower classes from
Wikidata. However, since these classes are very deeply
stacked in Wikidata (and not always intuitive), we filter
these classes. For example, we use only classes that have a
corresponding Wikipedia article. This leads to a very con-
cise and legible taxonomy, which nevertheless has the
required level of detail.

_50bd953c-0f91-11ec-a406-178c0283ea00

YAGO combines these two resources, thus getting the best from both worlds: a huge repository of facts, together with
an ontology that is simple and used as a standard by a large community.

1. Identifiers
Make identifiers human-readable

In addition, all identifiers in YAGO are human-readable,

_4a771b02-1041-11ec-8478-31c62183ea00

2. Entities
Include all entities in at least one class

all entities belong to at least one class, and

_4a771c74-1041-11ec-8478-31c62183ea00

3. Classes & Properties
Maintain only classes and properties with sufficient instances

only classes and properties with enough instances are kept.

_4a771d78-1041-11ec-8478-31c62183ea00

3.1. Constraints
Add a system of logical constraints

To this, YAGO adds a system of logical constraints. These do not just keep the data clean, but also allow for
reasoning on the data. YAGO is thus a simplified, cleaned, and “reasonable” version of Wikidata.
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